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Allow yourself to be drawn into a fantasy world like no other&#133;where a beautiful princess is

seduced into a love triangle with a handsome prince and her winsome maid&#133;where a

mysterious gentleman's young bride is deliciously disciplined for her unchecked

curiosity&#133;where a naive daughter is married off to a beast of a man whose carnal appetites

awaken her budding desire&#133;.With a unique and decidedly adult twist on thirteen classic fairy

tales, Nancy Madore intrigues and arouses with her titillating, sizzling anthology of erotic stories

guaranteed to keep you up late into the night.You'll never look at fairy tales the same way again.
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Enchanted: Erotic Bedtime Stories for Women is a collection of fairy tales retold in a very naughty

way. You have Cinderella, Goldilocks, The Ugly Duckling, and many more. If you're looking for short

stories filled with sexy magical enchantment, then this is an excellent read for you.What I really



loved about this book was that not only was the collection clever and witty, it was also surprisingly

innovative and original. I was pleasantly surprised. The author didn't simply copy and paste classic

fairy tales and then throw in a few sex scenes, she rewrote each story in a wonderfully unique way,

while stilling staying true to the original. It was amazingly well done.Also, real fairy tales always have

a purpose, a moral to be told. They aren't simply entertaining stories, they are supposed to teach in

the process. The same goes for these tales, the messages are obviously very different, but there is

a point to each one. In most cases it's about female empowerment, breaking through boundaries

and finding yourself. Enchanted is full of worthy messages for women.As for the sex scenes, which

are the focus here, some were far too short and seriously lacking on details. When a woman reads

erotica she expects more than a simple paragraph or two of sex, even if it is a short story.

Fortunately, the entire book wasn't all that way, there were quite a few hot and steamy scenes that

are sure to please anyone. On that note, there is a wide assortment of pleasure to be enjoyed -

group sex, S&M, roleplaying, anal... etc. So there is something to please all kinds of tastes.In the

end, I was really shocked by how well done this book was. I admit, I was expecting simple sex

stories, but these were fantastic. I totally recommend this for the ladies looking for a steamy read.

Now, it has taken me a while to finish this book for one reason only ... you need to take the chapters

one at a time! Why is that? Well, each chapter is a story in itself! And you will want to pace yourself

to avoid the repition. I actually stumbled upon this book. It was my first Kindle purchase! Picture it ...

a sunny Thursday during the work week. It's lunch time and I have just gotten paid. I am excited

about making a purchase that I had been wanting for a year. When the lunch bell whistles I squeal

in sheer and utter glee as I fly up the stairs to my car and speed the whopping mile to Best Buy.

Keep in mind, I work at a hospital, so playing "dodge the slow moving blue haired driver" makes that

one mile much, much longer! Nonetheless, I make it there, buy my shiny new Kindle, and head back

to work. Sadly the only books on it are instructions and the Oxford Dictionary, and I needed WiFi to

get it set up. Bummer! Why a bummer? Because after work I had to make a 6 hour journey to take

my daughter to her fathers house. I knew my Kindle would read a book to me, a much loved feature

as I do a lot of driving, so I plotted a super quick stop at my home to download a book and then hit

the highway! And I did just that ... QUICKLY! I love fantasy novels, love stories, or anything more or

less Lord Of The Rings "ish". So that was my goal. I wrote "fantasy" in the search bar and a lovely

book entitled ENCHANTED popped up for $4.50! Perfect!! Three seconds later it was in my Kindle

and off I went! Had I actually READ the book description I might have selected another book. It did,

however, make for an interesting drive. So here I am, a middle aged woman, on the way back from



dropping off her daughter, preparing for a 3 hour return drive. I have my pop in the drink holder, a

full tank of gas, my pack of Ms, and my new Kindle plugged into my stereo so I can have it read to

me over the car speakers! Pure bliss I tell you!! I was looking forward to this moment all day! I'm

pretty sure I was literally smiling like a twice-baked hippie as the male voice began to read...

"Chapter One, Beauty and the Beast". Wait? What!? I did not buy Beauty and the Beast! But I love

the story, so I shrugged my shoulders, still happy hippie smiling, and settled in for the drive. As the

story began, it quickly dawned on me that this was a re-telling of the classic fable, and I have to

admit, my interest perked up. It was told from Belle's point of view. She openly states that she was

disappointed in her marriage, unhappy, because she had fallen in love with "the Beast", and had a

hard time loving the now "human" prince. Humm, an interesting twist indeed. I was very intrigued!

That intrigue turned to amazement when Belle slips into the Beast's chamber and catches him in the

act of beastly self indulgence. I believe I literally shouted "Oh My God", laughing loudly, slapping the

steering wheel. And I am positive I scared the beans out of the little oriental lady passing me in the

other lane. My fingers gripped the wheel and my mouth agape as the story continued, in detail, why

Beauty really loved her Beast. A re-written story, indeed!! For adults only!! Thank goodness I didn't

decide to listen to this with my daughter in the car. I believe I made it home in record time that night!

Enchanted (Erotic Bedtime Stories For Women) is a very interesting retelling of classic stories ...

Beauty and the Beast, Snow White, Goldilocks and the Three Bears, and The Ugly Duckling, just to

name a few. And before you poo-poo the idea of classic stories being retold as sexual smut, let's be

honest .... we ALL thought about it and probably wondered a time or two, "What was Snow White

really doing with those 7 dwarfs"! Nancy Madore writes very eloquently and I enjoyed the tasteful

and creative way she put the sizzle into these old classics. While at times it could get a little tedious,

there were moments of excellent, steamy "fantasy". I personally love the way she keeps her hot

story telling tasteful and sensual. If you are looking for something a little spicy to read, go ahead and

indulge yourself with one of her many books of retelling the sensual side of these old classics. But

savor them one at a time!~*~ Rhea

I read Fairy Tale Lust a few months ago and enjoyed it, so I figured I'd give a different erotica

collection a chance. Sadly, this collection was not as good as the other one I read. I felt that some of

the stories were not as well written or that the story had been done better by someone else. Some

of the problems for me included no build up to the sex or the fact that sex didn't feel consual, or that

the characters were poor done and that prevented me from caring about what was happening.I

enjoyed the first couple of stories but the stories later on were flat, they lacked a spark I felt the



other earlier stories had or the stories I read in the other erotica collection. I also thought it was very

odd to have two of the same retellings right next to each other (it was either that they were right next

to each other or only one story inbetween).While there were some good things in this, for the most

part, I wasn't impressed. 3 Stars.

I'm a big fan of the "fairytales retold" genre, and after reading reviews I had high expectations of this

one. The writing style reminds me of victorian erotica, which isn't necessarily a bad thing, but

themewise felt like mellow erotica for the comfortably feminist gentle reader. I guess my personal

kink factor is a little higher than the target audience. This is NOT the style/concept of the Anne Rice

Sleeping Beauty, which is vastly higher on the sexually adventurous intensity scale. That all being

said, this is a fine starter novel for a Lady's introduction to erotic reading. It has comfortably familliar

fairytale themes, a self-empowerment message, nothing too shocking in language or content, and a

couple of quite good scenes. I would definitely reccommend it to friends who have tried little erotica

before, and might want a gentle introduction to pique thier curiosity.
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